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ABSTRACT
For a class of generalized integrable hierarchies associated with affine (twisted or untwisted)
Kac-Moody algebras, an explicit representation of their local conserved densities by means
of a single scalar tau-function is deduced. This tau-function acts as a partition function for
the conserved densities, which fits its potential interpretation as the effective action of some
quantum system. The class consists of multi-component generalizations of the Drinfel’d-
Sokolov and the two-dimensional affine Toda lattice hierarchies. The relationship between
the former and the approach of Feigin, Frenkel and Enriquez to soliton equations of KdV
and mKdV type is also discussed. These results considerably simplify the calculation of
the conserved charges carried by the soliton solutions to the equations of the hierarchy,
which is important to establish their interpretation as particles. By way of illustration, we
calculate the charges carried by a set of constrained KP solitons recently constructed.
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1. Introduction
The purpose of this article is to show that the local conserved densities of a large
class of integrable hierarchies of zero-curvature equations are given by the second order
partial derivatives of a single (complex) scalar tau-function. In other words, this tau-
function provides a generating function for the infinite conserved densities of the hier-
archy, which matches the interpretation of tau-functions as the effective actions of cer-
tain quantum systems where the conserved densities become correlation functions [1,2,3].
Among the hierarchies included in this class, there are (multi-component) generalizations
of the Korteweg-de Vries (KdV), the modified Korteweg-de Vries (mKdV), the non-linear
Schro¨dinger (NLS), the constrained Kadomtsev-Petviashvili (cKP), and the affine Toda
equations associated with affine (twisted or untwisted) Kac-Moody algebras. Our results
generalize the well known relation between conserved quantities and tau-functions in the
context of the Kadomtsev-Petviashvili (KP) hierarchy and its reductions of KdV type,
whose important role in the matrix model approach to two-dimensional quantum and
topological gravity is well known [2].
Recall the definition of the KP hierarchy by means of a pseudo-differential scalar Lax
operator L = ∂ + u0∂
−1 + u1∂−2 + · · ·. Its conserved densities Jk = res(Lk) are related to
the single tau-function of the hierarchy by means of Jk = ∂
2 ln τ/∂x1∂xk [4]. The extension
of this relationship to other integrable hierarchies is far from obvious. Actually, in contrast
with the KP hierarchy, the number of tau-functions required to reconstruct the variables
of the zero-curvature formalism is often larger that one, and it is not a priori clear if any of
them plays a more fundamental role than the others. This already occurs in the hierarchies
associated with sl(2,C). For example, although the KdV hierarchy can be described by a
single tau-function related to the original variable by the celebrated formula u = 2∂2x ln τ ,
the mKdV hierarchy already requires two tau-functions, and the change of variables is
q = ∂ ln τ0/τ1. Similarly, the complexified version of the NLS equation, known as the
AKNS equations, involves three tau-functions. Moreover, the number of tau-functions
usually increases with the size of the algebra the hierarchy is associated with. A well
known example of this is provided by the two-dimensional affine Toda lattice associated
with a Lie algebra g of rank rg, which needs rg + 1 tau-functions attached to the vertices
of the extended Dynkin diagram of g.
Out of the different methods used to investigate integrable hierarchies of equations, the
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tau-function approach has proved to be particularly useful concerning their applications in
particle physics and string theory. This method started with the work of Hirota as a change
of variables designed to simplify the direct construction of various types of solutions to the
equations of the hierarchy; especially, the multi-soliton solutions [5]. Far from being just
a new solution method, the tau-function approach uncovered a deep underlying structure
of the integrable hierarchies where affine Kac-Moody algebras (central extensions of loop
algebras) play a central role. This connection was already apparent in the pioneering work
of the Kyoto school [6], and made even clearer by many authors like Segal and Wilson [7],
Wilson [8], and Kac andWakimoto [9]. According to their work, the tau-function formalism
concerns a particular class of solutions specified by the elements of an infinite manifold
associated with a Kac-Moody group (centrally extended loop group). For example, in
the particular case of the KdV equation, the manifold is a Grassmannian and the class
includes the multi-soliton solutions and the algebro-geometric solutions of Krichever [7].
A systematic description of the relation between the tau-functions and the variables of the
zero-curvature formalism is provided by the work of Wilson [8]. There, the Kac-Moody
group is used to induce a group of transformations, known as ‘dressing transformations’,
acting on the space of solutions. Then, the relevant class of solutions is generated by
the action of this group on some trivial ‘vacua’. Wilson’s ideas have been recently used
in [10] to develop the tau-function formalism for a large class of integrable hierarchies of
zero-curvature equations characterized by means of their vacuum solutions . Actually, the
results of this last reference apply to the hierarchies that will be considered in this article.
The tau-function or Hirota method has been used to construct the soliton solutions to
a large number of equations and, in particular, to the generalizations of the sine-Gordon
equation: the equations-of-motion of the abelian and non-abelian affine Toda field theo-
ries [11,12]. They are relevant to particle physics mainly because of two reasons. First, as
two-dimensional models where the spectrum contains not only perturbative particles but
also solitons (e.g., kinks, monopoles, dyons, . . .). Second, because some of them describe
massive integrable perturbations of two-dimensional conformal field theories.
Our results show that all the information about the soliton solutions is encoded in
a single (complex) scalar tau-function and, in particular, that the value of the conserved
charges they carry (e.g., their energy and momentum) is given by the asymptotic behaviour
of this function through expressions like
Q±n =
∫ +∞
−∞
dx± J
(±1)
± [±n,m] = −
Ns′
nNm
∂±n ln τTm(h)
∣∣∣x±=+∞
x±=−∞
(see eq. (6.24)). This is a generalization of the well known properties of the energy-
momentum tensor of the affine Toda equations restricted to the, so called, ‘solitonic spe-
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cialization’ of their general solution originally proposed by Olive et al. [13,14]. This class of
solutions is conjectured to include the multi-soliton solutions, which has been extensively
checked for the An theories [15]. In the abelian affine Toda theories, this conjecture is
supported by the explicit evaluation of the energy-momentum tensor for the general so-
lution. It splits into two parts: a ‘radiation’ piece that vanishes for solutions describing
solitons and an ‘improvement’ which, after integration, yields the energy and momentum
carried by the solitons as surface terms [13]. In the non-abelian affine Toda theories, the
explicit evaluation of the energy-momentum tensor has not been actually carried out, and
the split is usually justified by means of their relation with an extension of the theory that
exhibits conformal symmetry [12,16]. Restricted to the (abelian and non-abelian) affine
Toda equations, the class of solutions that we will consider coincides with the solitonic
specialization. Hence, our results provide an alternative proof that the energy-momentum
tensor carried by these solutions is actually given by an improvement term and, moreover,
they also show that the same is true for all the other conserved densities.
The construction of soliton solutions in two-dimensional field theories is not the only
way in which tau-functions arise in the context of particle physics. Nowadays, there is
an increasing number of quantum systems whose effective action turns out to be the tau-
function of some classical integrable system [1]. A renowned example of this is provided by
two-dimensional quantum and topological gravity (and its coupling to topological matter),
whose partition function is a tau-function of the KdV hierarchy (and its generalizations) [2].
Another important example is given by the exact solution of N = 2 supersymmetric
Yang-Mills theory in four dimensions constructed by Seiberg and Witten. There, the pre-
potential of the low-energy effective action is found to be related with the tau-functions of
the one-dimensional periodic Toda lattice hierarchy [3], which also play an important role
in the topologically twisted version of these theories: namely, Donalson theory [17]. It is
worth noticing that the latter example concerns a four-dimensional quantum field theory,
which illustrates that even though the relevant classical integrable hierarchies of equations
are formulated in one or two dimensions, their applications are not necessarily restricted
to low-dimensional quantum systems. In this respect, our results identify a subset of tau-
functions that operate as generating functions for the conserved densities of the hierarchy
in the sense that the latter are given by the partial derivatives of the former:
J (j)[n;m] = − Ns′
n Nm
∂j ∂n ln τ
DS
m
(h)
(see eq. (4.14) and (5.6)). This looks like the classical counterpart of their interpretation
as the partition function of some quantum system whose coupling constants would be
provided by the times of the hierarchy.
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The article is organized as follows. In Section 2, we describe the two types of integrable
hierarchies of zero-curvature equations that will be considered. The first corresponds to
the generalized Drinfel’d-Sokolov hierarchies constructed in [18,19,20], which, in particular,
provide multi-component generalizations of the KdV, mKdV, NLS, and cKP equations.
The second is a new non-abelian generalization of the two-dimensional affine Toda lattice
hierarchy that can be viewed as the result of coupling two generalized mKdV hierarchies:
the resulting hierarchies always include a non-abelian affine Toda (NAAT) equation. They
exhibit an infinite number of local conserved densities whose precise definition by means
of the Drinfel’d-Sokolov procedure is discussed in Section 3. The core of the article is
Section 4 where we specify the class of solutions and calculate the corresponding conserved
densities. The solutions are singled out by requiring that all the conjugations that arise
in the Drinfel’d-Sokolov approach make sense in the Kac-Moody group. They turn out
to be generated by the action of the group of dressing transformations, in the manner
described by Wilson, on the vacuum solutions of the hierarchies. Moreover, they can
also be viewed as a generalization of both the class of solutions to the KdV equation
considered by Segal and Wilson, and the solitonic specialization of the general solution to
affine Toda equations proposed by Olive et al . In the particular case of the generalized
Drinfel’d-Sokolov hierarchies, we also show that their restriction to these solutions fits
into the approach of Feigin, Frenkel and Enriquez to soliton equations of KdV and mKdV
type [21]. In Section 5, we discuss the relations between different integrable hierarchies
implied by the results of the previous section. They generalize the well known connection
between the conserved quantities of the KdV, mKdV, and sine-Gordon equations originally
pointed out by Chodos [22]. For the purpose of illustration, in Section 6 we specialize our
results to the original Drinfel’d-Sokolov KdV hierarchies, to the non-abelian affine Toda
equations, and to the calculation of the charges carried by the solitons of the cKP hierarchy
recently constructed by Aratyn et al. [23]. Our conventions and some relevant properties
of Kac-Moody algebras are collected in the appendix.
2. The zero-curvature hierarchies
We will consider two types of integrable systems. The first one corresponds to the
generalized Drinfel’d-Sokolov hierarchies constructed in [18,19,20], which includes most
of the generalizations of the original Drinfel’d-Sokolov construction [24] available in the
literature. In order to illustrate the extent of this class, let us recall their interpretation by
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means of pseudo-differential operators, which has been investigated independently by Fehe´r
et al. [25] and Aratyn et al. [26]. Their results show that some of these hierarchies provide
matrix generalizations of both the standard Gelfand-Dickey hierarchies and the constrained
KP hierarchy. Moreover, the construction of [18,19] can be generalized once more in a quite
natural way to interpret certain non-standard Gelfand-Dickey hierarchies [27]. Finally, the
link between the hierarchies of [18,19] and the Adler-Kostant-Symes (AKS) construction
has been explained in [25,28], where it is shown that the former corresponds to the ‘nice
reductions’ of the AKS system that exhibit local monodromy invariants.
The second type of integrable systems to be considered is, as far as we know, new. It
consists of hierarchies that include a generalized non-abelian affine Toda equation together
with a generalized mKdV equation. We will call them Toda-mKdV hierarchies, and they
can be viewed as the result of coupling two different mKdV hierarchies. Alternatively,
they can also be described as non-abelian generalizations of the usual two-dimensional
Toda lattice hierarchy [29].
All these equations admit a unified group theoretical description where they are as-
sociated with the different Heisenberg subalgebras H[s′] of a (twisted or untwisted) affine
Kac-Moody algebra g˜ = g(r) (our conventions concerning Kac-Moody algebras are col-
lected in the appendix). For a particular hierarchy, there will be a flow associated with
each element bj in a properly defined subalgebra of H[s′]. These flows will be defined by
Lax operators of the form
Lj = ∂j − Aj (2.1)
where ∂j = ∂/∂tj. Then, the integrable hierarchy of equations consists of a set of zero-
curvature equations
[Lj , Lk] = 0 , (2.2)
which can also be viewed as the integrability conditions of an associated linear problem(
∂j − Aj
)
Ψ = 0 (2.3)
where Ψ is the, so called, ‘Baker-Akhiezer’ or wave function.
An important common feature of all these hierarchies is that they admit trivial ‘vac-
uum solutions’ of the form [10]
A
(vac)
j = bj +
1
2
(|j| − j) t−j K (2.4)
or, equivalently,
Ψ(vac) = exp
[∑
j≥0
tj bj
]
exp
[∑
j>0
t−j b−j
]
. (2.5)
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Actually, as will be explained in Section 4, most of our results will be restricted to the
special class of solutions generated from these trivial ones through the action of the group
of dressing transformations [10]. As it is well known, it is in this context where a systematic
description of τ -functions can be given [8,9].
2.1 Generalized Drinfel’d-Sokolov hierarchies
In this first class, a particular hierarchy will be specified by a constant element Λ =
bi ∈ H[s′] of positive grade i > 0, and an additional gradation s such that s  s′ with
respect to the partial ordering defined in the appendix (Section A.1). This class contains
generalizations of the mKdV and KdV hierarchies, which are recovered when s is maximal
(s ≃ s′) and minimal (sj 6= 0 for a single j), respectively. Otherwise, the auxiliary
gradation s sets the ‘degree of modification’ and the hierarchy is said to be a partially
modified KdV (pmKdV) hierarchy. In [18,19], the construction was undertaken in the
loop algebra or Kac-Moody algebra with zero centre, while in [20,10] it was presented
in a representation independent way in the full Kac-Moody algebra including the centre.
However, in [20] it was implicitly assumed that the hierarchy was of ‘type-I’ (Λ regular
and, hence, Ker(ad Λ) = H[s′]), while the results of ref. [10] are restricted to generalized
mKdV hierarchies (s ≃ s′). In contrast, in this paper we will be concerned with the most
general case. Therefore, the choice of s and Λ will be constrained only by the condition
Ker(ad Λ) ∩ P = ∅ , (2.6)
where P will be defined in eq. (2.18), which is needed to ensure that the equations of the
hierarchy are of polynomial form (see eq. (2.19)).
Since we will need it to develop the Toda-mKdV hierarchies, we will briefly summa-
rized the construction and main features of these hierarchies in the general case following
refs. [18,19,20,10]. Consider the Lax operator
L = ∂x − Λ − q , (2.7)
where ∂x = ∂/∂x and q is a function taking values on the subspace g˜
′
≥0(s) ∩ g˜′<i(s′). The
construction of the hierarchy is based on the existence of a transformation that ‘abelianizes’
the Lax operator a` la Drinfel’d-Sokolov, i.e.,
Φ−1 L Φ = ∂x − Λ − hΦ , (2.8)
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where Φ = ey is a function with y ∈ g˜′<0(s′), and hΦ takes values on Ker(ad Λ) ∩ g˜′<i(s′).1
This transformation can be constructed because Λ is semisimple and, hence, g˜′ admits the
decomposition g˜′ = Ker(ad Λ)+Im(ad Λ) [24,30,18]. Recall that the subalgebra Ker(ad Λ)
is not abelian in general, and Ker(ad Λ)∩ Im(ad Λ) = CK (see the appendix, Section A.2).
At this point, it is important to notice that q always has a component along the centre,
say qcK. Then, it is straightforward to realize that neither Φ nor h
Φ− qcK depend on qc.
Let ZΛ = Cent(Ker(ad Λ)) be the subalgebra of H[s′] generated by all the bj ’s that
commute with all the elements in Ker(ad Λ) up to the centre, i.e.,
ZΛ = CK ⊕
∑
j∈EΛ
C bj and [bj , Ker(ad Λ)] ∈ CK (2.9)
for all j ∈ EΛ. The flows of the generalized Drinfel’d-Sokolov hierarchy corresponding to
the data {g˜ = g(r),H[s′],Λ, s} are associated with the non-central graded elements of the
subalgebra
ŝDS = ZΛ ∩ g˜′≥0(s′) . (2.10)
The flow corresponding to bj ∈ ŝDS is defined by means of a Lax operator Lj = ∂j − Aj
where
Aj = P≥0[s](Φ bj Φ
−1) + hΦc (j)K , (2.11)
and hΦc (j) is an, a priori, arbitrary complex function.
Recall eq. (2.8), and consider
Φ−1 Lj Φ = ∂j − bj − hΦ(j) − hΦc (j)K , (2.12)
where hΦ(j) ∈ g˜′<0(s′) as a straightforward consequence of (2.11). Then, it is not difficult
to check that [L,Lj] = 0 implies that
hΦ(j) ∈ Ker(ad Λ) ∩ g˜′<0(s′) (2.13)
and, moreover,
[∂x − hΦ , ∂j − hΦ(j) − hΦc (j)K] =
r
Ns′
(
j
(
bj | hΦ
) − i(Λ | hΦ(j)))K . (2.14)
1 By Φ−1LΦ we mean the exponentiated adjoint action defined the formal power series expan-
sion
Φ−1LΦ = exp(−ad y)(L) = L− [y, L] +
1
2
[y, [y, L]]−
1
3!
[y, [y, [y, L]]] + · · · .
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In particular, this shows that
∂j
(
bn | hΦ
)
= ∂x
(
bn | hΦ(j)
)
for each bn ∈ ZΛ ∩ g˜′>0(s′) , (2.15)
which means that the components of P<0[s′](h
Φ) along ZΛ provide the infinite conserved
densities of the hierarchy.
It will be emphasized in the next section that the choice of Φ is not unique. Actually,
since they do not change the form of (2.8), it is defined modulo the transformations Φ 7→
Φeη, where η is an arbitrary function that takes values on Ker(ad Λ)∩g˜′<0(s′). This justifies
the notation like hΦ and hΦ(j). However, since bj ∈ ZΛ,
(Φeη) bj (Φe
η)−1 = Φ bj Φ−1 − j r
Ns′
(
bj | η
)
K (2.16)
and, hence, different choices of Φ just lead to different values of the arbitrary complex
functions hΦc (j), which will not modify the hierarchy of integrable equations. In any
case, the abelianization can always be chosen such that both Φ = ey and hΦ − qc K are
‘local’ functionals of the components of q˜ = q − qc K, simply by enforcing the condition
y ∈ Im(ad Λ) [18]. At the end of the day, this is the reason why these hierarchies exhibit
local monodromy invariants provided by the components of P<0[s′](h
Φ) along ZΛ when Φ
is chosen as indicated.
In this construction, the function q plays the role of the phase space coordinate.
However, there exist symmetries corresponding to the gauge transformations
L 7→ U L U−1 , (2.17)
in the sense that they do not change the form of the Lax operator. In (2.17), U is a function
that takes values on the group generated by the nilpotent finite dimensional subalgebra
P = g˜′0(s) ∩ g˜′<0(s′) . (2.18)
Therefore, the actual phase space of the hierarchy is the set of gauge equivalent classes,
and the equations are to be thought of as a set of partial differential equations on a
consistent gauge slice of q, denoted qGS [24,18]. Since Λ satisfies eq. (2.6), this gauge slice
can be chosen following the standard Drinfel’d-Sokolov procedure [31]. Then, if we split
the component along the centre, qGS = q˜GS + qc K, the equations of the hierarchy can be
put in the form
∂q˜ GS
∂tj
= Fj
(
q˜ GS,
∂q˜ GS
∂x
,
∂q˜ GS
∂x
,
∂2q˜ GS
∂x2
, . . .
)
, (2.19)
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for some polynomial functions Fj , i.e., differential polynomials in the components of q˜
GS.
Notice that the evolution of q˜ GS is independent of qc, which explains why these hierar-
chies can be associated with both Kac-Moody algebras or loop algebras. In contrast, the
evolution of qc is of the form
∂qc
∂tj
= G
(
q˜ GS,
∂q˜ GS
∂x
,
∂q˜ GS
∂x
,
∂2q˜ GS
∂x2
, . . .
)
, (2.20)
which shows that qc is completely determined once a solution of (2.19) is provided. More-
over, the precise form of (2.20) depends on the value of the arbitrary functions hΦc (j) and,
in particular, they can be chosen such that G is also polynomial. Consequently, qc has to
be regarded not as an actual degree of freedom of the hierarchy but just as an auxiliary
function.
Although Λ = bi, x cannot be identified in general with ti. The precise connection
between both variables is provided by (2.8), which implies that
L = ∂x − Λ − q = P≥0[s]
(
Φ
(
∂x − hΦ
)
Φ−1
)
− P≥0[s](Φ Λ Φ−1) . (2.21)
In this paper, we will restrict ourselves to hierarchies where ∂x = ∂i, which requires to
constrain the form of q such that
P≥0[s′](h
Φ) ∈ CK . (2.22)
Notice that eq. (2.14) implies that
∂j P≥0[s′](hΦ) + P≥0[s′]
(
[P>0[s′](h
Φ) , hΦ(j)]
)
∈ CK , (2.23)
which shows that the constraints (2.22) are preserved by all the flows. Then, following [20],
the gauge slice will be chosen as follows. Let us split the component of hΦ along the centre,
hΦ = h˜Φ + hΦc K, and introduce a (non-local) functional of q, say χ
Φ = eρ, such that
∂x − h˜Φ = χΦ ∂x χΦ−1 and ρ ∈ Ker(ad Λ) ∩ g˜′<0(s′) . (2.24)
This allows one to write the first term on the right-hand-side of (2.21) as
P0[s][(Φχ
Φ) ∂x(Φχ
Φ)−1] − hΦc K. Then, if ΦχΦ = e v, it has been shown in [20] that
there always exists a consistent gauge slice where P0[s](v) = 0 and, from now on, we
will assume that it has been chosen. In other words, taking into account (2.22) and the
non-uniqueness of Φ (see eq. (2.16)), our gauge slice will be specified by the constraints
y ∈ g˜′<0[s] and P≥0[s](hΦ) ∈ CK . (2.25)
where Φ = ey. Therefore, eq. (2.21) becomes
Λ + qGS = P≥0[s](Φ Λ Φ
−1) + hΦc K , (2.26)
which, upon comparison with eq. (2.11), exhibits that ∂x = ∂i and, consequently, h
Φ =
hΦ(i) + hΦc (i)K. This implies that all the quantities in the hierarchy depend on x and ti
through the combination x + ti; however, we will often indicate only the dependence on
either x or ti.
Finally, let us recall that these hierarchies exhibit a scale invariance, i.e., under the
transformation x 7→ λx, for constant λ, each quantity in the equations can be assigned a
scaling dimension such that the equations are invariant. Let us split q into components
such that q =
∑
j<i q
j ej and ej ∈ g˜′j(s′). Then, the hierarchy is invariant under the
transformations [19]
x 7→ λ x , tj 7→ λj/i tj , and qj 7→ λj/i−1 qj , (2.27)
Notice that, under (2.27),2
L = ∂x − Λ − q 7−→ λ−1 λds′/i L λ−ds′/i , (2.28)
which induces the following changes in (2.8):
Φ 7→ λds′/i Φ λ−ds′/i , (hΦ)j 7→ λj/i−1 (hΦ)j , (2.29)
where (hΦ)j is the component of hΦ with s′-grade j. Therefore, taking into account (2.11),
the transformation (2.27) implies that
Lj 7−→ λ−j/i λds′/i Lj λ−ds′/i , (2.30)
which do not change neither the form of the Lax operators nor the zero-curvature equations
and, hence, exhibits that (2.27) is an actual symmetry of these hierarchies.
2 In the following expressions, we mean
λds′/i L λ−ds′/i = exp(lnλ (ad d
s
′/i))(L) .
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2.2 Toda-mKdV hierarchies
Each Toda-mKdV hierarchy will be specified by two constant elements Λ+ = bi ∈ H[s′]
and Λ− = b−i ∈ H[s′], with i > 0, constrained by the condition Ker(ad Λ+) = Ker(ad Λ−).
Then, consider the two Lax operators
L± = ∂± − Λ± − q± (2.31)
where ∂± = ∂/∂x±,
q+ =
∑
1≤j<i
F+j − B−1∂+B , and q− =
∑
1≤j<i
F−j + ∂−BB
−1 . (2.32)
Here, F±j and B are functions taking values on g˜
′
±j(s
′) and on the finite Lie group G˜0(s′)
corresponding to the subalgebra g˜′0(s
′), respectively. They provide the phase space coor-
dinates of the hierarchy and, in this case, there will not be any gauge symmetry.
First of all, notice that the zero-curvature condition
[L+ , B
−1 L− B] = 0 (2.33)
provides the equations-of-motion of a generalized non-abelian affine Toda theory where ∂±
are the derivatives with respect to the light-cone variables. The usual abelian affine Toda
equations are recovered with the principal Heisenberg subalgebra and Λ± = b±1 [32,24],
while its non-abelian versions involve generic Heisenberg subalgebras together with the
constraints F±m = 0 [33,16]. The most general case with F
±
m 6= 0 corresponds to the
coupling of the latter systems with (spinor) matter fields [34].
On the other hand, L+ and L− can be viewed as the Lax operators of two different
mKdV-type hierarchies within the generalized Drinfel’d-Sokolov construction, where, in the
case of L−, positive grades have been changed into negative ones and vice versa. Therefore,
they can be abelianized as in eq. (2.8), which means that there exist two functions Φ± = ey±
with y+ ∈ g˜′<0(s′) and y− ∈ g˜′>0(s′) such that
Φ−1± L± Φ± = ∂± − Λ± − hΦ±± , (2.34)
where h
Φ+
+ and h
Φ−
− take values on Ker(ad Λ+)∩ g˜′<i(s′) and Ker(ad Λ−)∩ g˜′>−i(s′), respec-
tively. Again, the choice of Φ± is not unique, but they can always be chosen such that both
Φ± and h
Φ±
± − q±cK are local functionals of the components of q˜± = q± − q±c K, simply
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by taking y± ∈ Im(ad Λ±). In these equations, q±c K stand for the central components of
q±.
The flows of the Toda-mKdV hierarchy corresponding to the data {g˜ =
g(r),H[s′],Λ+,Λ−} are associated with the (non-central) elements of the subalgebra of
H[s′]
ŝT = ZΛ± = Cent(Ker(ad Λ+)) = Cent(Ker(ad Λ−))
= CK ⊕
∑
j∈EΛ±
C bj . (2.35)
The flow corresponding to bj ∈ ŝT is defined by means of the following Lax operators:
Lj = ∂j − P≥0[s′](Φ+ bj Φ−1+ ) − hΦ+c (j)K , (2.36)
if j ∈ EΛ± ≥ 0, and
Lj = B−1
[
∂j − P≤0[s′](Φ− bj Φ−1− ) − hΦ−c (j)K
]
B , (2.37)
if j ∈ EΛ± < 0, where hΦ±c (j) are arbitrary complex functions. Moreover, the evolution of
B will be constrained such that
B−1 ∂jB = − P0[s′](Φ+ bj Φ−1+ )− hΦ+c (j)K , (2.38)
if j ≥ 0, and
∂jB B
−1 = P0[s′](Φ− bj Φ
−1
− ) + h
Φ−
c (j)K , (2.39)
if j < 0. Then, if
Lj = ∂j − Aj and B Lj B−1 = ∂j − Âj , (2.40)
it is straightforward to check that Aj ∈ g˜′<0(s′) if j < 0, and Âk ∈ g˜′>0(s′) for k ≥ 0.
Recall eq. (2.34) and consider
Φ−1+ LjΦ+ = ∂j − bj − hΦ++ (j) − hΦ+c (j)K . (2.41)
As a consequence of the form of the Lax operators, it is not difficult to check that h
Φ+
+ (j) ∈
g˜′<0(s
′) for all j, and that hΦ+c (k) = 0 for k < 0. Then, [L+,Lj] = 0 implies that
h
Φ+
+ (j) ∈ Ker(ad Λ±) ∩ g˜′<0(s′) (2.42)
for all j and, moreover,
[∂+ − hΦ++ , ∂j − hΦ++ (j) − hΦ+c (j)K] = − i δi+j,0 K
+
r
Ns′
(
j
(
bj | hΦ++
) − i(Λ+ | hΦ++ (j)))K , (2.43)
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which is the analogue of eq. (2.14). Therefore, this shows that
∂j
(
bn | hΦ++
)
= ∂+
(
bn | hΦ++ (j)
)
(2.44)
for each n ∈ EΛ± > 0 and j ∈ EΛ± , which means that the components of P<0[s′](hΦ++ )
along ZΛ± provide an infinite set of conserved densities with respect to ∂+.
Similarly, consider
Φ−1− B Lj B−1 Φ− = ∂j − bj − hΦ−− (j) − hΦ−c (j)K . (2.45)
Then, [L−,Lj] = 0 implies that
h
Φ−
− (j) ∈ Ker(ad Λ−) ∩ g˜′>0(s′) (2.46)
for all j, h
Φ−
c (k) = 0 for k ≥ 0, and
[∂− − hΦ−− , ∂j − hΦ−− (j) − hΦ−c (j)K] = i δi−j,0 K
+
r
Ns′
(
j
(
bj | hΦ−−
)
+ i
(
Λ− | hΦ−− (j)
))
K . (2.47)
Therefore,
∂j
(
bn | hΦ−−
)
= ∂−
(
bn | hΦ−− (j)
)
(2.48)
for each n ∈ EΛ± < 0 and j ∈ EΛ± and, hence, the components of P>0[s′](hΦ−− ) along ZΛ±
provide another infinite set of conserved densities; but now with respect to ∂−.
In the following, we will restrict ourselves to the Toda-mKdV hierarchies where ∂± =
∂±i. The precise connection is provided by (2.34), which implies that
L+ = ∂+ − P≥0[s′](Φ+ Λ+ Φ−1+ ) − P≥0[s′]
(
Φ+ h
Φ+
+ Φ
−1
+
)
,
L− = ∂− − P≥0[s′](Φ− Λ− Φ−1− ) − P≤0[s′]
(
Φ− h
Φ−
− Φ
−1
−
)
. (2.49)
Therefore, the identification ∂± = ∂±i requires to constrain the functions F±j and B by
means of
P≥0[s′]
(
h
Φ+
+
)
, P≤0[s′]
(
h
Φ−
−
)
∈ CK , (2.50)
which implies that
L+ = Li and L− = BL−iB−1 . (2.51)
At this point, it is worth mentioning that the constraints (2.50) have a nice physical
interpretation in the context of non-abelian affine Toda theories. Consider the non-abelian
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Toda equations corresponding to Λ± = b±1. In this case, P0[s′]
(
h
Φ+
+
)
and P0[s′]
(
h
Φ−
−
)
are
just the components of B−1 ∂+B and ∂−BB−1 along Ker(ad Λ±), respectively. Then, the
constraints (2.50) are the necessary conditions to ensure that the theory has a mass-gap
and, hence, that it admits an S-matrix description [35].
These hierarchies also exhibit a scale invariance. In this case, the scale transformation
is
x± 7→ λ±1 x± , tj 7→ λj/i tj ,
F±j 7→ λ±(j/i−1) , and B 7→ B ,
(2.52)
which amounts just to a conjugation of L±:
L± 7−→ λ∓1 λds′/i L± λ−ds′/i . (2.53)
In (2.34), it induces
(h
Φ±
± )
j 7→ λ±(j/i−1) (hΦ±± )j . (2.54)
This scale invariance has a special meaning when x± are viewed as light-cone variables,
i.e., x± = t ± x, as it happens in the affine Toda field theories. Then, the scale trans-
formation (2.52) is just a Lorentz transformation in 1 + 1 dimensions and, hence, scale
invariance implies relativistic invariance.
3. Invariant conserved charges
The classical integrability of the zero-curvature hierarchies discussed in the previous
section is manifested in the existence of an infinite number of local conserved charges.
Recall eqs. (2.15), (2.44), and (2.48). They show that, with suitable boundary condi-
tions, the infinite set of quantities
QΦ[n] =
∫
dx
(
bn | hΦ
)
, bn ∈ ZΛ ∩ g˜′>0(s′) , (3.1)
and
QΦ±± [n] =
∫
dx±
(
bn | hΦ±±
)
, b±n ∈ ZΛ ∩ g˜′>0(s′) , (3.2)
are conserved by all the flows of the generalized Drinfel’d-Sokolov and the Toda-mKdV
hierarchies, respectively. Unfortunately, this definition of the conserved quantities is am-
biguous as a consequence of the fact that neither Φ nor Φ± are uniquely defined. Indeed,
as explained in Section 2.1 around eq. (2.16), the form of (2.8) is preserved if Φ 7→ Φ eη,
where η ∈ Ker(ad Λ) ∩ g˜′<0(s′). This transformation implies that
hΦ 7→ e−η hΦ eη − e−η(∂xeη) , (3.3)
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and, since bn ∈ ZΛ, (
bn | hΦ
) 7→ (bn | hΦ) − ∂x(bn | η) . (3.4)
Therefore, the conserved densities are ambiguous and, consequently, the quantities QΦ[n]
depend on the arbitrary asymptotic values of η. The same is true for the conserved densities
QΦ±± [n].
A non-ambiguous definition of the conserved quantities can be achieved by constrain-
ing Φ = e y and Φ± = e y± such that y ∈ Im(ad Λ) and y± ∈ Im(ad Λ±). In fact, this
choice ensures that the conserved quantities are local functionals of the components of q˜ GS
and q±, respectively; i.e.,
QΦ[n] −→ Qn =
∫
dx Tn
(
q˜ GS
)
,
QΦ++ [n] −→ Q+n =
∫
dx+ T
+
n
(
B−1∂+B , F+j
)
,
QΦ−− [n] −→ Q−n =
∫
dx− T−n
(
∂−BB−1 , F−j
)
, (3.5)
where Tn, T
+
n and T
−
n are differential polynomials in the components of their arguments.
In other words, Qn and Q
±
n provide an infinite set of local conserved quantities.
However, sometimes it is not convenient to constrain Φ or Φ± to be local and, hence,
an improved ‘invariant’ definition of the conserved quantities Q[n] and Q±[n] is required.
This problem was originally pointed out by Wilson [30], but it was Freeman who first
succeeded in defining the local conserved densities in a η-independent way in the context
of the abelian affine Toda equation [36]. In this section, we will generalize his construction
to our zero-curvature hierarchies.
We start by writing the conserved densities of the generalized Drinfel’d-Sokolov hier-
archy associated with {g˜ = g(r),H[s′],Λ, s} by means of commutators. Since bn ∈ ZΛ and
hΦ(j) ∈ Ker(ad Λ),3
[bn , h
Φ(j)] =
n r
Ns′
(
bn | hΦ(j)
)
K , (3.6)
which, using eqs. (2.11) and (2.12), implies that
n r
Ns′
(
bn | hΦ(j)
)
K = Φ [bn , h
Φ(j)] Φ−1
= [Φ bn Φ
−1 , Aj ] + ∂j(Φ bn Φ−1) . (3.7)
The last term in the last line is a total ∂j-derivative that trivially satisfies eq. (2.15). In
contrast, the first term is explicitly η-independent (see eq. (2.16)) and can be used to define
3 Recall that [bn,Ker(ad Λ)] ∈ CK, [ds′ , bn] = nbn, and (ds′ |K) = Ns′/r (see the appendix,
Section A.1).
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an invariant conserved density. In order to do it, one has to project its component along
K out, which can be done by means of an auxiliary derivation dm. Then, we define the
invariant conserved densities of a generalized Drinfel’d-Sokolov hierarchy by
J (j)[n;m] =
Ns′
n Nm
(
dm | [Φ bn Φ−1 , Aj ]
)
=
(
bn | hΦ(j)
) − Ns′
n Nm
∂j
(
dm | Φ bn Φ−1
)
, (3.8)
where j ∈ EΛ ≥ 0 and n ∈ EΛ > 0. In particular, since Λ = bi and hΦ = hΦ(i), these
densities lead to the conserved quantities
Qn =
∫
dx J (i)[n;m] , (3.9)
whose value seems to depend on the arbitrary gradationm. However, the conserved density
J (i)[n;m] depends on m only through an improvement term that is a total ∂x-derivative.
Then, if Φ is chosen to be a local functional of q˜ GS, this term is the total derivative of a
quantity that is also local in q˜ GS and, hence, it does not contribute to the value of Qn.
Since the definition of J (i)[n;m] is manifestly independent of the choice of Φ, this also
ensures the m-independence of Qn.
It is worth mentioning that Qn has definite scaling dimension with respect to the
transformations given by (2.27). Actually, taking into account (2.29), its transformation
is
Qn 7−→ λn/i Qn . (3.10)
Let us consider the behaviour of the invariant conserved densities defined by (3.8)
with respect to the group of gauge transformations given by (2.17). Since they do not
change the form of the Lax operator, they induce the following changes in (2.8):
Φ 7→ U Φ eη , hΦ 7→ e−η hΦ eη − e−η(∂xeη) , (3.11)
where we have taken into account that Φ is not uniquely defined. Therefore, the invariant
conserved density transforms according to
J (i)[n;m] 7→ (bn | hΦ(i)) − Ns′
n Nm
∂x
(
U−1 dm U | Φ bn Φ−1
)
, (3.12)
i.e., it is gauge invariant up to a total ∂x-derivative, which is enough to ensure that the
conserved quantities Qn are gauge invariant. However, it is possible to choose the auxiliary
gradation m such that the conserved densities are also explicitly gauge invariant. Recall
that U takes values on the subalgebra P ⊂ g˜′0(s) given by (2.18). Therefore, if m is chosen
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to be  s, then g˜′0(s) ⊆ g˜′0(m) and, hence, U−1 dmU = dm, which implies that the density
J (i)[n;m] is also gauge invariant.
The dependence of the invariant conserved densities on t0 is particularly simple.
Choosing the gauge slice according with (2.25), the flow associated with t0 is induced
by the Lax operator
L0 = ∂0 − b0 − hΦc (0)K . (3.13)
Actually, using eq. (2.12) with j = 0, it can be shown that Φ is of the form
Φ = et0 b0 Φ˜ e− t0 b0 eρ , (3.14)
where Φ˜ is independent of t0 and ρ takes values on Ker(ad Λ)∩ g˜′<0(s′). Then, using (2.11),
the conserved densities become
J (j)[n;m] =
Ns′
n Nm
(
e− t0 b0 dm et0 b0 | [Φ˜ bn Φ˜−1 , P≥0[s]
(
Φ˜ bj Φ˜
−1)]) . (3.15)
Therefore, if m  s′ or, in particular, if m  s, the previous equation shows that all the
conserved densities are explicitly independent of t0. Moreover, J
(0)[n;m] = 0 for all n,
and
n J (j)[n;m] = j J (n)[j;m] , (3.16)
for all n, j ∈ EΛ > 0.
Coming back to the Toda-mKdV hierarchy associated with {g˜ = g(r),H[s′],Λ+,Λ−},
their invariant conserved densities can be defined is a similar way:
J
(j)
+ [n;m] =
Ns′
n Nm
(
dm | [Φ+ bn Φ−1+ , Aj]
) − Ns′
r
δn+j,0
=
(
bn | hΦ++ (j)
) − Ns′
n Nm
∂j
(
dm | Φ+ bn Φ−1+
)
, (3.17)
for n ∈ EΛ± > 0 and any j ∈ EΛ± , and
J
(j)
− [n;m] =
Ns′
n Nm
(
dm | [Φ− bn Φ−1− , Âj ]
) − Ns′
r
δn+j,0
=
(
bn | hΦ−− (j)
) − Ns′
n Nm
∂j
(
dm | Φ− bn Φ−1−
)
, (3.18)
where now n ∈ EΛ± < 0. Recall that Aj = Lj−∂j and Âj = BLjB−1−∂j (see eq. (2.40)).
The corresponding conserved quantities also have definite scaling dimension with respect
to the (Lorentz) transformations given by (2.52):
Q±±n =
∫
dx± J
(±i)
± [±n;m] 7−→ λ±n/i Q±n , n > 0 . (3.19)
Finally, in this case, it is also true that choosing m  s′ makes all the conserved densities
explicitly independent of t0. However, the analogue of (3.16) is not satisfied in general.
Once we have an unambiguous definition of the conserved densities, let us introduce
the (very non-local) choice for Φ and Φ± which provides the bridge to connect with the
group of dressing transformations, the tau-function formalism and the results of [10].
3.1 Drinfel’d-Sokolov hierarchies
Recall eq. (2.12) and consider the complete set of zero-curvature equations
Φ−1[Lj,Lk]Φ = 0, which imply that
[∂j − hΦ(j) , ∂k − hΦ(k)] = 0 (3.20)
∂jh
Φ
c (k) +
k r
Ns′
(
bk | hΦ(j)
)
= ∂kh
Φ
c (j) +
j r
Ns′
(
bj | hΦ(k)
)
. (3.21)
Eq. (3.20) provides the integrability conditions for
hΦ(j) = (∂jχ
Φ) χΦ−1 , (3.22)
where χΦ = eρ and ρ is a function that takes values on Ker(ad Λ)∩ g˜′<0(s′); eq. (3.22) is the
generalization of (2.24) to all the flows. Next consider ΘDS = Φχ
Φ = e v, where v ∈ g˜′<0(s)
in agreement with the gauge fixing prescription specified by (2.25). It is important to
stress that, even if Φ is chosen to be a local functional of q, both χΦ and ΘDS are always
non-local. Then, it is straightforward to demonstrate that
Θ−1DS Lj ΘDS = ∂j − bj − hΘDSc (j)K , (3.23)
i.e., ΘDS also abelianizes the Lax operators with the characteristic feature that h
ΘDS(j) = 0
for all j. Moreover,
hΘDSc (j) = h
Φ
c (j) +
j r
Ns′
(
bj | ρ
)
, (3.24)
where we have used (3.22) and taken into account that bj ∈ ZΛ. Then, eq. (3.21) becomes
∂jh
ΘDS
c (k) − ∂khΘDSc (j) = 0 , (3.25)
which allows one to fix the, so far, arbitrary functions hΦc (j) such that h
ΘDS
c (j) = 0 and,
hence,
Θ−1DS Lj ΘDS = ∂j − bj = ∂j − A(vac)j , (3.26)
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where A
(vac)
j has been defined in (2.4) (recall that in this case j ∈ EΛ is always ≥ 0).
This particular form of the abelianization provides a one-to-one map from solutions of the
(gauge fixed) hierarchy to solutions of the associated linear problem (2.3) of the form
Ψ = ΘDS exp
[ ∑
j∈EΛ≥0
tj bj
]
, (3.27)
which is a generalization of the Theorem 2.4 of [20].
Using (3.26), the invariant conserved densities defined by (3.8) become
J (j)[n;m] = − Ns′
n Nm
∂j
(
dm |ΘDS bn Θ−1DS
)
. (3.28)
In particular, since x = ti, J
(i)[n;m] is just a total ∂x-derivative and, hence, all the
information required to calculate the value of the conserved quantities Qn is encoded in
the boundary values of ΘDS.
3.2 Toda-mKdV hierarchies
In this case, the previous construction can be repeated in two different ways, using
either (2.41) or (2.45).
Let us start with eq. (2.41) and consider the complete set of zero-curvature equations
Φ−1+ [Lj,Lk]Φ+ = 0. They provide the integrability conditions for
h
Φ+
+ (j) = (∂jχ
Φ+
+ ) χ
Φ+ −1
+ , (3.29)
where χ
Φ+
+ = e
ρ+ and ρ+ is a function that takes values on Ker(ad Λ±) ∩ g˜′<0(s′). Then
consider Θ = Φ+χ
Φ+
+ = e
v+ , where v+ ∈ g˜′<0(s′). It is not difficult to prove that
Θ−1 Lj Θ = ∂j − bj − hΘc (j)K , (3.30)
i.e., Θ abelianizes the Lax operators in the sense of eq. (2.41) with the characteristic feature
that hΘ+(j) = 0 for all j ∈ EΛ± ; moreover,
hΘc (j) = h
Φ+
c (j) +
j r
Ns′
(
bj | ρ+
)
. (3.31)
The zero-curvature equations also imply that
∂jh
Θ
c (k) − ∂khΘc (j) = j δj+k,0 , (3.32)
which allows one to fix the arbitrary functions h
Φ+
c (j) such that
Θ−1 Lj Θ = ∂j − A(vac)j + ∂jϕ K, (3.33)
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where A
(vac)
j is given by (2.4) and
4
ϕ =
∑
j∈EΛ±>0
jtjt−j . (3.34)
Consequently, the (positive) invariant conserved densities defined by (3.17) become
J
(j)
+ [n;m] = −
Ns′
n Nm
∂j
(
dm |Θ bn Θ−1
)
, (3.35)
for all j (positive and negative) such that j ∈ EΛ± and n ∈ EΛ± > 0.
Next, let us consider eq. (2.45) and the zero-curvature equations
Φ−1− B[Lj,Lk]B−1Φ− = 0 , (3.36)
which provide the integrability conditions for
h
Φ−
− (j) = (∂jχ
Φ−
− ) χ
Φ− −1
− , (3.37)
where χ
Φ−
− = e
ρ− and ρ− is a function that takes values on Ker(ad Λ±) ∩ g˜′>0(s′). Then
consider Υ = Φ−χ
Φ−
− = e
v− , where v− ∈ g˜′>0(s′). It is not difficult to prove that
Υ−1 B Lj B−1Υ = ∂j − bj − hΥc (j)K , (3.38)
i.e., Υ abelianizes the Lax operators in the sense of eq. (2.45) with the characteristic feature
that hΥ−(j) = 0 for all j; moreover,
hΥc (j) = h
Φ−
c (j) +
j r
Ns′
(
bj | ρ−
)
. (3.39)
The zero-curvature equations also imply that
∂jh
Υ
c (k) − ∂khΥc (j) = j δj+k,0 , (3.40)
which allows one to choose the arbitrary functions h
Φ−
c (j) such that
Υ−1 B Lj B−1Υ = ∂j − A(vac)j . (3.41)
Therefore, the (negative) invariant conserved densities given by (3.18) become
J
(j)
− [n;m] = −
Ns′
n Nm
∂j
(
dm |Υ bn Υ−1
)
, (3.42)
for all j ∈ EΛ± and n ∈ EΛ± < 0.
4 According to (2.41), recall that hΘc (j) has to vanish for j < 0, while A
(vac)
j −bj = −∂jϕK 6= 0.
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4. Group theoretical solutions and their conserved densities
In the previous section, it has been shown that the Lax operators of both the gen-
eralized Drinfel’d-Sokolov and the Toda-mKdV hierarchies can always be conjugated to
their trivial vacuum form Lj = ∂j − A(vac)j by means of the transformations given by
eqs. (3.26), (3.33), and (3.41). As a consequence of the Drinfel’d-Sokolov procedure, the
appropriate conjugations are given by the exponentiated adjoint action of certain formal
series in g˜′<0(s) (ΘDS = e
v), in g˜′<0(s
′) (Θ = ev+), or in g˜′>0(s
′) (Υ = ev−). These series
are not convergent in general. However, the construction of a particular Lax operator or
conserved density are well defined because they only need a finite number of terms of the
series.
In the following, we will restrict ourselves to the class of solutions for which ΘDS, Θ and
Υ are elements of the Kac-Moody group G˜. Although this constraint might seem rather
mild, it is analogous to the condition that singles out the class of solutions of the KdV
equation considered by Segal and Wilson [7]. As it is well known, this class includes the
explicit (periodic) algebro-geometric solutions of Krichever and the multi-soliton solutions.
We will show that our class of solutions consists precisely of those ones generated by means
of the action of the group of dressing transformations on the vacuum solutions given by
eqs. (2.4) and (2.5) [10]. Moreover, in the particular case of the affine Toda equations,
these solutions coincide with the ‘solitonic specialization’ proposed by Olive et al. [13,14].
4.1 Solutions of the generalized Drinfel’d-Sokolov hierarchies
Consider eq. (3.26) where, now, ΘDS is a function that takes values on G˜−(s), the
subgroup of the Kac-Moody group G˜ corresponding to g˜′<0(s). Taking into account (2.11),
eq. (3.26) splits into
Lj = ∂j − P≥0[s](ΘDS bj Θ−1DS) , (4.1)
∂jΘ
−1
DS = Θ
−1
DS P<0[s](ΘDS bj Θ
−1
DS) . (4.2)
These equations lead to an alternative interpretation of the generalized Drinfel’d-
Sokolov hierarchies restricted to this class of solutions. They can be viewed as a general-
ization of the approach of Feigin, Frenkel and Enriquez to soliton equations of KdV and
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mKdV type [21], where the hierarchies consists of flows defined on functions that take
values on the Kac Moody group. Given its relevance, let us make this relationship more
explicit. Since Λ = bi and L = Li, eq. (4.1) provides the following one-to-one map between
the (gauge fixed) q GS, restricted to this class of solutions, and ΘDS ∈ G˜−(s):5
q GS = P≥0[s](ΘDS ΛΘ
−1
DS) − Λ . (4.3)
Consider the transformation ΘDS → ΘDS eρ, where ρ ∈ Ker(ad Λ) ∩ g˜′<0(s), which implies
that q GS → q GS − ir/Ns′
(
Λ | ρ) K. However, it was shown in Section 2 that the
component of q GS along the centre is not an actual degree of freedom of the hierarchy (see
the comments below eq. (2.20)). Therefore, eq. (4.3) has to be viewed as a one-to-one map
between q˜ GS = q GS − q GSc K and ΘDS ∈ G˜−(s)/KΛ−(s), where KΛ−(s) is the subgroup of
G˜ corresponding to the subalgebra Ker(ad Λ) ∩ g˜′<0(s). On G˜−(s), the flows are defined
by (4.2), which can be put in the form
∂jΘ
−1
DS = b
L
j ·Θ−1DS , (4.4)
where bLj is the derivation of G˜−(s) corresponding to the left infinitesimal action of bj.
It is defined as follows [21]. Consider a one-parameter subgroup bj(ǫ) of G˜ such that
bj(ǫ) = 1 + ǫbj + o(ǫ
2), and a generic element h ∈ G˜−(s). This group acts on h from the
left according to
bj(ǫ) · h = h+ ǫ bjh+ o(ǫ2) = h(1 + ǫ h−1bjh+ o(ǫ2)) , (4.5)
which, for infinitesimal ǫ, can be factorized as an element of G˜−(s) G˜0(s) G˜+(s). Then,
its component in G˜−(s) equals h + ǫ h P<0[s](h−1bjh) + o(ǫ2), which leads to bLj · h =
h P<0[s](h
−1bjh) and, hence, proves (4.4).
Coming back to eqs. (4.1) and (4.2), notice that Θ−1DS satisfies a system of first order
differential equations. Their general solution is
Θ−1DS[h] =
(
exp
[ ∑
j∈EΛ≥0
tj bj
]
h
)
−
, (4.6)
where (·)− indicates the projection on G˜<0(s) (see the appendix, Section A.3), and h is
an arbitrary constant element in G˜<0(s) that fixes the initial conditions for (4.2), i.e.,
Θ−1DS[h]
∣∣∣
tj = 0
= h . (4.7)
5 Notice that, according to (2.25), the condition ΘDS ∈ G˜−(s) already fixes the gauge slice.
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Taking into account (3.27), eq. (4.6) provides the following solution for the associated
linear problem
Ψ =
[(
Ψ
(vac)
DS h
)
−
]−1
Ψ
(vac)
DS , (4.8)
where, in this case,
Ψ
(vac)
DS = exp
[ ∑
j∈EΛ≥0
tj bj
]
(4.9)
(see eqs. (2.4) and (2.5)). It is worth noticing the similarity of this formula with the Baker-
Akhiezer function for the KdV equation obtained by Segal and Wilson [7]. Moreover, it
is remarkable that (4.6) and (4.8) correspond precisely to the solutions generated by the
action of the group of dressing transformations on the trivial vacuum solution [20,10].
At this point, it is convenient to remind that G˜−(s) can be identified with the quotient
G˜/Ps, where Ps is the ‘parabolic’ group corresponding to the subalgebra g˜
′
≥0(s) generated
by the e−i , for each i such that si = 0, and the hi and e
+
i , for all i = 0, 1, . . . , l. In the
generalized Drinfel’d-Sokolov hierarchies, G˜/Ps plays the same role as the Grassmannian
(or flag manifold) in the approach of Segal and Wilson to the KdV (or mKdV) equation [7].
Moreover, consider a constant element χ ∈ KΛ−(s). Since [bj,Ker(ad Λ)] ∈ CK, it is easy to
check that ΘDS[χh] = ΘDS[h]χ
−1. Therefore, taking into account the previous paragraphs,
we conclude that the non-equivalent solutions for q˜ GS are in one-to-one relation with the
elements of
KΛ−(s) \ G˜−(s) = KΛ−(s) \ G˜ / Ps . (4.10)
Let us calculate the invariant conserved densities (3.28) corresponding to the solutions
given by (4.6) and (4.8). Since ΘDS is an element of the Kac-Moody group, we will calculate
them by considering a suitable integrable representation of g˜. Then, using (A.25), eq. (3.28)
can be written as
J (j)[n;m] = − Ns′
n Nm
∂j 〈vm|ΘDS[h] bn Θ−1DS[h] |vm〉
= − Ns′
n Nm
∂j〈vm| bn
(
Ψ
(vac)
DS h
)
− |vm〉 , (4.11)
where we have taken into account that 〈vm| is a highest weight vector and, hence,
〈vm| g˜′<0(s) = 0. Let us choose the arbitrary gradation m such that m  s with re-
spect to the partial ordering, and consider the factorization
Ψ
(vac)
DS h =
(
Ψ
(vac)
DS h
)
−
(
Ψ
(vac)
DS h
)
0
(
Ψ
(vac)
DS h
)
+
(4.12)
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with respect to the gradation s. Then, since m ≃m  s, the highest weight vector |vm〉 is
annihilated by g˜′>0(s) and is an eigenvector of g˜
′
0(s) (see the appendix, Section A.3), which
allows one to write
〈vm| bn
(
Ψ
(vac)
DS h
)
− |vm〉 =
〈vm| bn Ψ(vac)DS h |vm〉
〈vm|Ψ(vac)DS h |vm〉
, (4.13)
Therefore, taking into account that ∂nΨ
(vac)
DS = bnΨ
(vac)
DS , the conserved densities (3.28) are
given by
J (j)[n;m] = − Ns′
n Nm
∂j ∂n ln τ
DS
m
(h) . (4.14)
This exhibits that all the information about the invariant conserved densities is summarized
by the single scalar tau-function
τDS
m
(h) = 〈vm|Ψ(vac)DS h |vm〉 . (4.15)
Actually, τDS
m
(h) is one of the several generalized Hirota tau-functions introduced in [20,10]
to parameterize q GS. There, the number of required tau-functions equals the number of
components of q GS. In contrast, it is very remarkable that all the conserved quantities
can be written by means of a single one. This is the first main result of the paper.
4.2 Solutions of the Toda-mKdV hierarchies
In this case, the solutions follow by considering together the eqs. (3.33) and (3.41).
Since
∂j − A(vac)j = Ψ(vac)T ∂j Ψ(vac)T
−1
, (4.16)
they imply that
∂j
(
eϕ K Ψ
(vac)
T
−1
Θ−1 B−1 ΥΨ(vac)T
)
= 0 (4.17)
for all the flows of the hierarchy. Therefore, since Θ, B, and Υ are in the Kac-Moody
group G˜, the general solution is provided by the decomposition
e− ϕ K Ψ(vac)T hΨ
(vac)
T
−1
= Θ−1[h]B−1[h] Υ[h] , (4.18)
where h is a constant arbitrary element in the big cell of G˜. In other words, and taking
into account the results of [10], the class of solutions of these hierarchies compatible with
the constraint that Θ, B, and Υ are in G˜ is provided by the orbit of the group of dressing
transformations acting on the vacuum solutions given, in this case, by
Ψ
(vac)
T = exp
[ ∑
j∈EΛ±≥0
tj bj
]
exp
[ ∑
j∈EΛ±>0
t−j b−j
]
(4.19)
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(see eqs. (2.4) and (2.5)).
Let us calculate the invariant conserved densities (3.35) and (3.42) corresponding to
the solutions given by (4.18). Using (A.25), eq. (3.35) can be written as
J
(j)
+ [n;m] = −
Ns′
n Nm
∂j 〈vm|Θ[h] bn Θ−1[h] |vm〉
= − Ns′
n Nm
∂j 〈vm| bn
(
Ψ
(vac)
T hΨ
(vac)
T
−1)
− |vm〉 , (4.20)
where we have used that 〈vm|g˜′<0(s′) = 0. Let us choose the arbitrary gradation m
such that m  s′ with respect to the partial ordering, and consider the factorization of
Ψ
(vac)
T h Ψ
(vac)
T
−1
with respect to the gradation s′. Then, since m ≃ m  s′, the highest
weight vector |vm〉 is annihilated by g˜′>0(s′) and is an eigenvector of g˜′0(s′), which allows
one to write
〈vm| bn
(
Ψ
(vac)
T hΨ
(vac)
T
−1)
− |vm〉 =
〈vm| bn Ψ(vac)T hΨ(vac)T
−1 |vm〉
〈vm|Ψ(vac)T hΨ(vac)T
−1 |vm〉
, (4.21)
Therefore, taking into account that bn Ψ
(vac)
T = ∂nΨ
(vac)
T and bn|vm〉 = 0 for n ∈ EΛ± > 0,
the (positive) conserved densities (3.17) are given by
J
(j)
+ [n;m] = −
Ns′
n Nm
∂j ∂n ln τ
T
m
(h) . (4.22)
This means that all the information about the invariant conserved densities for this class
of solutions is also summarized by the single scalar tau-function
τT
m
(h) = 〈vm|Ψ(vac)T hΨ(vac)T
−1 |vm〉 . (4.23)
Similarly, the (negative) conserved densities (3.42) can be written as
J
(j)
− [n;m] = −
Ns′
n Nm
∂j 〈vm|Υ[h] bn Υ−1[h] |vm〉
= − Ns′
n Nm
∂j
〈vm|Ψ(vac)T hΨ(vac)T
−1
bn |vm〉
〈vm|Ψ(vac)T hΨ(vac)T
−1 |vm〉
, (4.24)
which, taking into account that (see eq. (2.4))
Ψ
(vac)
T
−1
bn = −
(
∂n + |n| t|n| K
)
Ψ
(vac)
T
−1
(4.25)
and 〈vm|bn = 0 for n ∈ EΛ± < 0, become
J
(j)
− [n;m] = −
Ns′
|n|Nm ∂j ∂n ln τ
T
m
(h) . (4.26)
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In the last equation, τT
m
(h) is just one of the several generalized Hirota tau-functions
introduced in [10] to parameterize the components of q±, i.e., F±j and B (see eq. (2.32)).
Taking into account the results of [10] about the number of required tau-functions, it is
very remarkable that all the conserved quantities can be written by means of a single one
also for these hierarchies. This is the second main result of the paper.
5. Relationships between the conserved quantities of the generalized
Drinfel’d-Sokolov and Toda-mKdV hierarchies
The main result of the previous section can be summarized as follows. Consider the
data {g˜,H[s′],m}, where H[s′] is a Heisenberg subalgebra of g˜; i.e.,
H[s′] = CK ⊕
∑
i∈E
C bi , bi ∈ g˜′i(s′) , [bj , bk] = j δj+k,0 K . (5.1)
Then, for each element h = h−h0h+ in the big cell of the Kac-Moody group corresponding
to g˜, construct the tau-function
τm(h) = exp
[Nm
r
∑
j∈E>0
j tjt−j
] 〈vm| exp[ ∑
j∈E≥0
tjbj
]
h exp
[− ∑
j∈E<0
tjbj
] |vm〉 , (5.2)
where Km = Nm/r is the level of the representation L(m) (see eq. (A.26) and below), and
the normalization is chosen such that τm(I) = 1. Moreover, for each element Λ of H[s′]
with non-zero s′-grade, consider the subalgebra of H[s′]
ZΛ = Cent(Ker(ad Λ)) = CK ⊕
∑
j∈EΛ
H[s′] ∩ g˜′j(s′) , (5.3)
where EΛ is the set of j’s such that ZΛ ∩ g˜′j(s′) is not empty.
Then, according to the previous section, the invariant conserved densities for the
generalized Drinfel’d-Sokolov hierarchy associated with the data {g˜ = g(r),H[s′],Λ, s} are
given by eq. (4.14), where
τDS
m
(h) = τm(h)
∣∣∣
tj=0 for j 6∈EΛ≥0
. (5.4)
Notice that
τDS
m
(h) = 〈vm| h0 |vm〉 τDSm (h−) , (5.5)
but 〈vm|h0|vm〉 is just a constant.
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Similarly, the invariant conserved densities for the Toda-mKdV hierarchy associated
with {g˜ = g(r),H[s′],Λ+,Λ−} are given by eqs. (4.22) and (4.26), which can be written
together as
J
(j)
± [±n;m] = −
Ns′
n Nm
∂j ∂±n ln τTm(h) , (5.6)
where n > 0, and
τT
m
(h) = τm(h)
∣∣∣
tj=0 for j 6∈EΛ±
. (5.7)
These equations manifest the following relationship between the conserved densities
of different integrable hierarchies. Consider some j such that s′j 6= 0 and the (minimal)
gradation s(j) specified by s
(j)
i = δij , i.e., s
(j)  s′. Then, since one can choose m = s(j)
both in eqs. (4.14) and (5.6), the class of group theoretical solutions for all the generalized
Drinfel’d-Sokolov and Toda-mKdV hierarchies associated to {g˜,H[s′],Λ, s}, with s(j) 
s  s′, and to {g˜,H[s′],Λ+ = Λ,Λ−}, respectively, share the same conserved quantities.
These results should have been expected because of the following. First, the Lax
operator L+ associated with {g˜,H[s′],Λ+ = Λ,Λ−} is of the same form as the Lax operator
of the generalized mKdV Drinfel’d-Sokolov hierarchy associated with {g˜,H[s′],Λ, s = s′}.
Then, the coincidence of their conserved charges is a particular consequence of the existence
of a map from the solutions of the Toda-mKdV hierarchy into the solutions of the mKdV
hierarchy given by the equation
L+ − ∂+ − Λ+ = B−1∂+B −
∑
1≤j<i
F+j
7−→ − qmKdV = L − ∂x − Λ
(5.8)
and the identification ∂x = ∂+. The second reason is that all the generalized Drinfel’d-
Sokolov hierarchies associated with {g˜,H[s′],Λ, s} and s(j)  s  s′ are related by means
of generalized Miura transformations [18,19]. Taking into account all this, the resulting
relationships between conserved quantities are nothing else but the generalization of the
well known connection between conservation laws in the KdV, mKdV, and sine-Gordon
systems originally pointed out by Chodos [22].
6. Examples
To illustrate and complement the previous sections, we will show that our results
concerning the conserved densities generalize very well known expressions in the context
of the the original Drinfel’d-Sokolov KdV hierarchies and the affine Toda field theories.
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Moreover, we will illustrate how to use our expressions to calculate the conserved quanti-
ties carried by solitons by applying them to the soliton solutions for the constrained KP
hierarchy recently constructed by Aratyn et al. [23].
6.1 Drinfel’d-Sokolov KdV hierarchies
In [24], Drinfel’d and Sokolov associated a generalized hierarchy of KdV type with each
vertex of the Dynkin diagram of an affine Kac-Moody algebra g˜ = g(r). In the formalism
of [18,19], these hierarchies are recovered by considering the data {g˜,H[sp],Λ, s = s(j)},
where H[sp] is the principal Heisenberg subalgebra, sp = (1, 1, . . . , 1), Λ is the constant
‘cyclic’ element of g˜, Λ =
∑l
j=0 e
+
j , of principal grade 1, and the ‘minimal’ gradation s
(j) is
specified by s
(j)
i = δij . Obviously, s
(j) is associated to the jth-vertex of the Dynkin diagram
of g˜ and, in particular, s(0) = sh is the homogeneous gradation.
6 The cyclic element Λ is
regular and, hence, the principal Heisenberg subalgebra can be defined by means of
H[sp] = Ker(ad Λ) = CK +
∑
j∈I
g˜
mod r h
g˜
C bj , (6.1)
where Ig˜ is the set of rank(g) exponents of g˜ = g
(r) (with multiplicities) and hg˜ =
∑l
j=0 aj
is the Coxeter number. Notice that rank(g) ≥ l = rank(g˜), and that it is equal only for
untwisted affine algebras, i.e., for r = 1 [37].
Since s(j) is always  sp with respect to the partial ordering, the function q in (2.7)
takes values on g˜′0(s
(j)) ∩ g˜′≤0(sp) and, hence,
[d
s
(j) , Λ + q] = e+j . (6.2)
This simplifies the form of the invariant conserved densities associated with Λ = b1 and
given by (3.8) for j = 1. In order to ensure that the invariant conserved densities are
explicitly gauge invariant, recall that in (3.8) one has to choose the auxiliary gradation m
to be  s(j) (see below eq. (3.11)). In our case, it will be convenient to choose it such that
mi = a
∨
j a
−1
j δij . Then,
J (1)[n;m] = − Nsp
n Nm
(
dm | [Φ bn Φ−1 , Λ + q]
)
=
hg˜
n aj
(
e+j | Φ bn Φ−1
)
, n ∈ Ig˜ mod r hg˜ > 0 , (6.3)
6 In [24], the principal gradation and the minimal gradation s(j) are referred to as the ‘canon-
ical gradation’ and the ‘standard gradation’ corresponding to the jth-vertex of the Dynkin
diagram, respectively.
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where aj is the (Kac) label of the j
th-vertex of the Dynkin diagram of g˜. Then, for the
class of group theoretical solutions given by (4.3) and (4.6), and according to (4.14), these
conserved densities can be written as
J (1)[n;m] = − hg˜
n a∨j
∂x∂n ln τ
DS
j (h) , (6.4)
where we have taken into account that m = s(j) and called τDSj (h) the tau-function
corresponding to |s(j)〉 = |vj〉.
According to the results of Section 3, the conserved densities J (1)[n;m] are gauge
invariant local functionals of q, i.e., gauge invariant differential polynomials in q. The
form of the gauge slice has been worked out in [24]. First of all, we have the decomposition
g˜′0(s
(j)) ∩ g˜′≤0(sp) = [Λ , P ] ⊕ V , (6.5)
where V ∩ g˜′i(sp) = ∅ unless i is an exponent of g˜, and P = g˜′0(s(j)) ∩ g˜′<0(sp) is the
subalgebra of generators of gauge transformations (see (2.18)), which satisfies [Λ, P ] =
[Λ− e+j , P ]. Therefore, the gauge slice will be of the form
q GS =
∑
i∈I
g˜
ui β−i , (6.6)
where {β−i} is a basis of V whose elements satisfy
(
β−i | bi
) 6= 0. Then, if V ∩ g˜′n(sp) 6= ∅,
one can check that
J (1)[n; s(j)] = cn un + · · · , (6.7)
where cn is a non-vanishing constant complex number, and the ellipses indicate differential
polynomials in uj with j > n. Thus, this set of invariant conserved densities provide
a set of coordinates on the gauge slice. In other words, (6.4) shows that, in this case,
the single tau-function τDSj (h) allows one to reconstruct not only the invariant conserved
densities, but all the variables of the gauged-fixed hierarchy. This result is well known and
was widely used in the context of the matrix model approach to quantum and topological
two-dimensional gravity. There, the tau-function plays the role of a partition function, the
times are coupling constants, and the conserved densities are correlation functions [2].
From another point of view, for each n such that V ∩ g˜′n(sp) 6= ∅, eq. (6.3) with
Φ → ΘDS can be viewed as the generalization of the set of functions used by Feigin,
Frenkel and Enriquez in their approach to the Drinfel’d-Sokolov KdV hierarchies [21],
where J (1)[n; s(j)] are considered as functions taking values on the manifold
KΛ−(s
(j)) \ G˜−(s(j)) = KΛ−(s(j)) \ G˜ / Ps(j) . (6.8)
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6.2 Non-abelian affine Toda equations
Let us consider a hierarchy of the Toda-mKdV type associated with {g˜ =
g(r),H[s′],Λ+,Λ−} where Λ± = b±1. Then, the zero-curvature condition (2.33) is just
the non-abelian affine Toda (NAAT) equation
∂−
(
B−1 ∂+ B
)
=
[
Λ+ , B
−1 Λ− B
]
. (6.9)
Consider the following decomposition of g˜′0(s
′) (see eq. (A.13)):
g˜′0(s
′) = g˜′0(s
′; s′, q) ⊕ CK , (6.10)
where the positive integer q is chosen such that s′q 6= 0, and the corresponding decomposi-
tion of the Toda field
B = B0 e
(ν + x+ x−)K , (6.11)
where B0 takes values in the finite Lie group corresponding to the subalgebra g˜
′
0(s
′; s′, q).
Then, the NAAT equation becomes7
∂−
(
B−10 ∂+ B0
)
=
[
Λ+ , B
−1
0 Λ− B0
] ∣∣∣
g˜
′
0(s
′;s′,q)
, (6.12)
∂+∂−ν =
(
Λ+ |B−10 Λ− B0 − Λ−
)(
Λ+ | Λ−
) . (6.13)
As it is well known, eq. (6.12) provides the classical equations-of-motion for
S[B0] =
1
β2
[
SWZW [B0] −
∫
d2x V (B0)
]
, (6.14)
where SWZW [B0] is the Wess-Zumino-Witten action associated with the finite Lie group
corresponding to g˜′0(s
′; s′, q). The potential is given by
V (B0) =
1
π
(
Λ+ |B−10 Λ− B0 − Λ−
)
, (6.15)
and it is assumed that V (B0) has an absolute minimum at B0 = I, where it obviously van-
ishes. Since both Λ± and B0 take values in a complex algebra and group, respectively, the
action (6.14) is a complex functional of the Toda field B0. However, additional restrictions
on the data can be imposed such that (6.14) gives rise to a unitary theory [35].
7 The normalization [Λ+,Λ−] = K is equivalent to (Λ+ | Λ−) = (ds′ |K) = Ns′/r.
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Restricted to the NAAT equation, and according to the results of [10], the class of
solutions obtained in Section 4 solutions corresponds precisely to the non-abelian version of
the solitonic specialization originally proposed by Olive et al. in the context of the abelian
affine Toda (AAT) theory [13,14]. This class of solutions is conjectured to include the
multi-soliton solutions, which has been extensively checked for the usual abelian affine Toda
theories [11,12,15]. As explained in the introduction, in the abelian affine Toda theories
this conjecture is supported by the explicit evaluation of the energy-momentum tensor. It
splits into a radiation piece that vanishes for soliton solutions and an improvement [13].
In the non-abelian case, the energy-momentum tensor for the action (6.14) can be
computed by standard means and it reads
Tµν =
1
π β2
[
1
4
(
∂µB0 | ∂νB−10
) − 1
8
gµν
(
∂ρB0 | ∂ρB−10
)
− m2 gµν
(
Λ+ |B−10 Λ− B0 − Λ−
)]
.
(6.16)
In [16], it was shown that Tµν actually splits as follows:
Tµν = Θµν − 1
2πβ2
Ns′
r
(
∂µ∂ν − gµν ∂ρ∂ρ
)
ν . (6.17)
The first piece, Θµν , is the traceless energy-momentum of a generalized non-abelian ‘con-
formal’ affine Toda (G-CAT) theory associated with the affine Kac-Moody algebra g(r),
while the second is just an improvement term given by the component of the Toda field
along the central element (see eq. (6.11)). Now, following the reasoning of refs. [12,16],
suppose that we have a multi-soliton solution that carries finite energy and momentum
characterized by the masses of the individual solitons. Then, since the G-CAT theory is
conformal invariant and has no mass scale, the contribution of Θµν has to vanish and,
hence, the value of the energy and momentum carried by the solitons has to be given by
the boundary behaviour of ν. This is the analogue of the property used by Olive et al. to
justify the solitonic specialization, and it is agreed as a definite criterion to characterize
the multi-soliton solutions.
The components of the energy-momentum tensor (6.16) can be identified with some
of the invariant conserved densities defined in Section 3. In order to do it, let Φ± =
exp
(
y1±+ y
2
±+ · · ·
)
and h
Φ±
± = h
Φ±
± (±1) = h0± + h1±+ · · · in (2.8), where yi± and hi± are in
g˜′∓i(s
′). Then, (2.8) provides the following equations
h0± + [y
1
± , Λ±] = q±
h1± + [y
2
± , Λ±] =
1
2
[y1± , [y
1
± , Λ±]] − [y1± , q±] − ∂± y1± ,
(6.18)
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where (2.50) implies that h0± ∈ CK. They allow one to calculate the invariant conserved
densities
J
(±1)
± [±1;m] =
(
Λ± | hΦ±±
) − Ns′
Nm
∂±
(
dm |Φ± Λ± Φ−1±
)
=
1
2
(
q± | q±
)
+ ∂±
(
ds′ − Ns
′
Nm
dm | q± − h0±
)
,
(6.19)
where m is an arbitrary gradation  s′ and dm the corresponding derivation. Eq. (A.6)
shows that the combination ds′ − Ns′Nm dm does not contain any component along d and,
hence, the total derivative piece is a local functional of the non-central components of
q±. This confirms that J
(±1)
± [±1;m] actually lead to m-independent conserved charges, as
explained below eq. (3.9). The explicit relation between the conserved densities and the
energy-momentum tensor requires the choice m = s′; then
J
(±1)
± [±1; s′] = − 2πβ2 T±± . (6.20)
Moreover, using (2.41) and (2.45), it is not difficult to show that
J
(−1)
+ [+1; s
′] = J (+1)− [−1; s′] = + 2πβ2 T+− . (6.21)
Let us now consider the specialization of these equations for the class of group theo-
retical solutions given by (4.18). In this case, eq. (5.6) implies that
Tµν =
1
2πβ2
(
∂µ∂ν − gµν ∂ρ∂ρ
)
ln τT
s
′ (h) , (6.22)
where (see eqs. (6.11), (4.18)and (3.34))
ln τT
s
′ (h) = ln 〈vs′ |Ψ(vac) hΨ(vac)
−1|v
s
′〉
= − Ns′
r
(
ν[h] + x+x− −
∑
j∈EΛ±>0
jtjt−j
)
, (6.23)
which compared with (6.17), and taking into account that t±1 = x±, shows that Θµν
actually vanishes for all the solutions given by (4.18).
This result provides additional support to the conjecture that the class of solutions
corresponding to the solitonic specialization provide the multi-soliton solutions also for
the non-abelian affine Toda equations. However, it is important to recall that not all
these solutions are expected to be solitons. In fact, this usually requires to constrain the
parameters entering the group element h to ensure that the solution behaves as a soliton,
i.e., that it carries finite conserved quantities, etc. In this respect, our results allow one to
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deduce these constraints by analysing the properties of a single complex tau-function that
encodes all the information about the solution.
Although the precise relationship between the conserved densities J
(±1)
± [±1,m] and
the components of the energy-momentum tensor requires the choice m = s′, it is worth
recalling that the conserved quantities are m-independent; i.e., taking into account (3.19)
and (5.6),
Q±n =
∫ +∞
−∞
dx± J
(±1)
± [±n,m] = −
Ns′
nNm
∂±n ln τTm(h)
∣∣∣x±=+∞
x±=−∞
(6.24)
does not depend on m as far as m  s′. A similar result restricted to the context of the
abelian affine Toda equation can be found in [38].
6.3 Conserved quantities of constrained KP solitons
So far we have been concerned with the relationship between tau-functions and con-
served densities. The purpose of our last example is to illustrate the use of eqs. (4.14)
and (5.6) to calculate the conserved quantities carried by multi-soliton configurations.
Consider a generalized Drinfel’d-Sokolov hierarchy where the function q is defined for
−L < x < L, and it is either periodic or rapidly decreasing at x → ±∞ depending on
whether L < ∞ or L = ∞, respectively. Then, the conserved quantities carried by the
solutions specified in Section 4.1 can be calculated by means of (3.9) and (4.14):
Qn =
∫ +L
−L
dx J (i)[n,m] = − Ns′
n Nm
∂n ln τ
DS
m
∣∣∣x=+L
x=−L
, (6.25)
which is independent of the auxiliary gradation m  s′. Moreover, since we impose
the constraint (2.22), ∂x = ∂i and, hence, τ
DS
m
depends on x and ti only through the
combination x+ ti. Therefore, (6.25) is equivalent to the following equation
ln
τDS
m
[. . . , ti + L, . . .]
τDS
m
[. . . , ti − L, . . .] = Cm −
Nm
Ns′
∑
n∈EΛ>0
n tn Qn , (6.26)
where Cm is a constant whose value usually diverges in the limit L→∞. It is important
to emphasize that, as far as m  s′, the constants Cm and Nm are the only quantities
that depend on m on the right-hand-side of (6.26).
To illustrate the use of (6.26), we will calculate the conserved quantities carried by
the soliton solutions for the constrained KP (cKP) hierarchy associated with ŝl(3) (cKP2,1
or Yaijma-Oikawa hierarchy) recently worked out by Aratyn et al. [23]. In the notation of
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Section 2, this hierarchy is associated to the untwisted affine Kac-Moody algebra g˜ = A
(1)
2 ,
the Heisenberg subalgebra H[s′] = Ker(ad Λ), where Λ = e+2 + e−2 and s′ = (1, 0, 1), and
the additional gradation s = s′. The s′-grade of Λ is i = 1, and H[s′] = CK ⊕∑j∈EΛ Cbj
where EΛ = Z.
According to [23], one needs four generalized Hirota tau-functions to reconstruct the
Lax operator
L = ∂x −
 0 q 0r U2 1
0 λ −U2
 − ν K . (6.27)
However, according to our results, the conserved quantities can be obtained by means of a
single one associated to any gradationm  s′. Since the relevant tau-functions are provided
by the authors of [23], we will consider m0 = (1, 0, 0) = s
(0) and m2 = (0, 0, 1) = s
(2) to
illustrate the m-independence of the result. The relation between their notation and ours
is provided by
τDS
mσ
= τ (0)σ , σ = 0, 2 . (6.28)
The multi-soliton solutions considered in [23] are given by eq. (4.6) or, equiva-
lently, (4.8), where the constant group element h is the product of exponentials of eigen-
vectors of the Heisenberg subalgebra generators
h = eF1 eF2 · · · eFn , [bn , Fk] = ω(k)n Fk , k = 1, . . . , n , n ∈ Z . (6.29)
The construction of the Fk’s involves the following Fubini-Veneziano operators
Q1(z) = i
∑
n∈Z
z−(2n+1)
2n+ 1
b2n+1 , Q2(z) = q − i p ln z + i
∑
n6=0
z−2n
2n
b2n . (6.30)
Then, there are three different eigenvectors corresponding to the three positive roots of
sl(3):
E±1,√3(z) =
√
2z3 : exp
(±i Q1(z) + i√3Q2(z)) : ,
E−2,0(z) = − 1
2
: exp
(−2i Q1(z)) : eiπp . (6.31)
We now calculate the value of the conserved quantities carried by the soliton solutions
constructed in [23]:
1) n = 1 and F1 = E−2,0(z1). This configuration is rapidly decreasing at
x→ ±∞ if Re(z1) 6= 0. The corresponding tau-functions are
τ (0)σ = 1 −
(−1)σ/2
2
e−2(x+t1)z1 − 2t3z
3
1 − ··· , σ = 0, 2 , (6.32)
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where only the dependence on times t1, t2 and t3 is exhibited. Then, it is not difficult to
calculate
lim
L→∞
ln
τ
(0)
σ [t1 + L, t2, t3, . . .]
τ
(0)
σ [t1 − L, t2, t3, . . .]
= Cσ + sign[Re(z1)]
(
2z1 t1 + 2z
3
1 t3 + · · ·
)
, (6.33)
where
Cσ = lim
L→∞
ln
(
2±1 (−1)1+σ/2 e−2z1L) , for ± Re(z1) > 0 (6.34)
is the only σ- or m-dependent factor. Taking into account (6.26) and (6.33), the first three
conserved quantities carried by this soliton configuration are
Q1 = − 4 sign[Re(z1)] z1 , Q2 = 0 ,
Q3 = − 4
3
sign[Re(z1)] z
3
1 . (6.35)
2.a) n = 2, F1 = E−2,0(z1), and F2 = E1,√3(z2). The condition that this
configuration is rapidly decreasing at x → ±∞ requires that z1 + z2 = 0 and Re(z1) 6= 0.
The tau-functions τ
(0)
0 and τ
(0)
2 are also given by (6.32). Therefore, this configuration
carries the same conserved quantities as the previous (n = 1) one.
2.b) n = 2, F1 = E1,
√
3(z1), and F2 = E1,−√3(z2). This configuration is
rapidly decreasing at x → ±∞ whenever Re(z1) and Re(z2) are non-vanishing and of
equal sign, i.e., whenever Re(z1) Re(z2) > 0. The corresponding tau-functions are
τ (0)σ = 1 +
(−1)σ/2 2 z1+σ/21 z2−σ/22
(z1 − z2) (z1 + z2)2 e
[
(x+t1)(z1+z2) +
√
3t2(z
2
1−z22) + t3(z31+z32) + ···
]
, (6.36)
for σ = 0, 2, which lead to the following conserved quantities:
Q1 = − 2 sign[Re(z1)] (z1 + z2) , Q2 = −
√
3 sign[Re(z1)] (z
2
1 − z22) ,
Q3 = − 2
3
sign[Re(z1)] (z
3
1 + z
3
2) . (6.37)
Let us mention that this solution belongs to the class of multi-soliton solutions to the
cKP hierarchy constructed by Aratyn et al in [39]. This class is obtained through the
Darboux-Ba¨cklund method and, hence, the corresponding tau-functions admit a Wron-
skian determinant representation.
3) n = 3, F1 = E−2,0(z1), F2 = E1,√3(z2), and F3 = E1,−√3(z3). This
configuration is rapidly decreasing at x → ±∞ if Re(z1) 6= 0 and Re(z2) Re(z3) > 0. The
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tau-functions are more complicated than in the previous cases:
τ (0)σ = 1 +
(−1)σ/2
2
e−2(x+t1)z1 − 2t3z
3
1 + ···
+
(−1)σ/2 2 z1+σ/22 z2−σ/23
(z2 − z3) (z2 + z3)2 e
[
(x+t1)(z2+z3) +
√
3t2(z
2
2−z23) + t3(z32+z33) + ···
]
+
z
1+σ/2
2 z
2−σ/2
3 (z1 + z2) (z1 + z3)
(z2 − z3) (z2 + z3)2 (z1 − z2) (z1 − z3)
e
[
(x+t1)(z2+z3−2z1) +
√
3t2(z
2
2−z23) + t3(z32+z33−2z31) + ···
]
. (6.38)
However, they also lead to σ-independent conserved charges:
Q1 = − 4 sign[Re(z1)] z1 − 2 sign[Re(z2)] (z2 + z3) ,
Q2 = −
√
3 sign[Re(z2)] (z
2
2 − z23) ,
Q3 = − 4
3
sign[Re(z1)] z
3
1 −
2
3
sign[Re(z2)] (z
3
2 + z
3
3) . (6.39)
A detailed analysis of these soliton configurations is beyond the scope of this article.
However, it is worth noticing that the calculation of the conserved quantities they carry
suggests that the three solutions with n = 1 and n = 2 describe single solitons, while
the last one with n = 3 is a two-soliton solution. This contrasts with the interpretation
proposed in [23], where n is naively identified with the number of solitons. The correspon-
dence between the Wronskian determinant representation of [39], when it is available, and
our tau-functions also deserves further understanding.
7. Conclusions
For a large class of integrable hierarchies, we have shown that all the information
required to calculate their local conserved densities is provided by a single (complex) scalar
tau-function. We give explicit expressions for calculating both the conserved densities
and charges in terms of the second order partial derivatives of the tau-function and its
asymptotic behaviour.
The class where our results apply comprises two different types of hierarchies asso-
ciated with affine (twisted or untwisted) Kac-Moody algebras. The first corresponds to
the generalized Drinfel’d-Sokolov hierarchies constructed in [18,19,20]. The second is a
new non-abelian generalization of the usual two-dimensional affine Toda lattice hierarchy,
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which is constructed by coupling two different generalized Drinfel’d-Sokolov mKdV hier-
archies. The tau-function formalism for most of these hierarchies can be found in [20,10],
where a direct relation between the variables of the zero-curvature formalism and the tau-
functions is established. This relation exhibits that, in general, more that one tau-function
is required, which is already the case for the usual mKdV, NLS and affine Toda lattice
hierarchies, while KP and KdV constitute exceptions from this point of view. In contrasts,
our results show that, in the whole class of hierarchies, a single tau-function is enough to
reconstruct all the (local) conserved densities.
According to [7,8,9,20,10], the tau-function formalism concerns a particular class of
solutions specified by the elements of an infinite dimensional manifold associated with a
Kac-Moody group. Our results assume the restriction to these ‘group theoretical’ solutions.
For the affine Toda equation, this class coincides with the, so called, solitonic specialization
originally proposed by Olive et al. [13,14]. In the general case, the relevant class of solutions
is provided by the orbit of the group of dressing transformations, in the manner described
by Wilson [8], acting on the ‘vacuum solutions’ of the hierarchy [20,10]. In the particular
case of the generalized Drinfel’d-Sokolov hierarchies of [18,19,20], we have also shown that,
once restricted, they fit nicely in the approach of Feigin, Frenkel and Enriquez to soliton
equations of KdV and mKdV type [21].
In the context of particle physics, there are two main motivations lying behind this
work. The first one comes from the increasing number of, even four dimensional, quantum
systems whose effective action turns out to be the tau-function of some classical integrable
system [1,2,3]. Then, among the many tau-functions required to reconstruct the variables
of the zero-curvature formalism, the single one that provides the local conserved densities
can be viewed as the logical candidate to describe the effective action of some quantum
system where the conserved densities would be correlation functions.
The second motivation comes from the construction of soliton and multi-soliton solu-
tions to the equations of these hierarchies. Then the main result is that all the information
about the conserved charges carried by them (e.g., their energy and momentum) turns
out to be encoded in a single (complex) scalar tau-function. In the context of the abelian
affine Toda equations, this is a generalization to all the conserved quantities of the well
known properties of the energy-momentum tensor, which originally led to the solitonic
specialization of its general solution [13,14]. However, our results apply not only to this
case but to a wider class of integrable equations including some whose soliton solutions
have recently deserved attention.
In particular, it includes multi-component generalizations of the constrained KP (cKP)
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hierarchy [25,26], whose soliton solutions have been investigated in [39] using the Darboux-
Ba¨cklund method and, more recently, in [23] using tau-functions. We have applied our
results to calculate the conserved charges carried by the cKP solitons constructed in the
latter reference, and we expect that they will be useful to clarify the relationship between
them and those of [39].
The class of integrable equations also includes the non-abelian generalizations of the
affine Toda equations corresponding to the equations-of-motion of the Symmetric Space
(SSSG) and Homogeneous (HSG) sine-Gordon theories constructed in [35]. These theories
describe massive integrable perturbations of conformal field theories given by a (gauged)
Wess-Zumino-Witten action, and their spectrum always contains solitons. In particular,
the HSG theories are quantum integrable perturbations of parafermionic theories [40] whose
spectrum is entirely given by solitons [41]. Our results considerably simplify the study of
the conserved charges carried by these solitons, which is relevant towards the overall aim
of finding the factorizable S-matrix of these theories.
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Appendix
In this appendix we summarize some of the details of affine Kac-Moody algebras which
are used along the article. In order to fix the notation, we will follow the conventions of [37]
where a complete treatment of these algebras may be found (see also [42], and references
therein).
An affine Kac-Moody algebra g˜ = g˜(A) of rank l is defined by a generalized Cartan
matrix A = (aij) of order l + 1 (and rank l), and is generated by {hi, e±i , i = 0, . . . , l} and
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d subject to the relations
[hi , hj ] = 0 , [hi , e
±
j ] = ±aij e±j ,
[e+i , e
−
j ] = δij hi , (ad e
±
i )
1−aij (e±j ) = 0 ,
[d , hi] = 0 , [d , e
±
i ] = ±δi,0 e±0 .
(A.1)
The elements {h0, . . . , hl, d} span the Cartan subalgebra h˜ of g˜. The elements e±i generate
the maximal nilpotent subalgebras n˜±, respectively, and are called the Chevalley generators
of g˜. They also generate the derived subalgebra g˜′ = [g˜, g˜], and we have
g˜ = g˜′ ⊕ C d = n˜− ⊕ h˜ ⊕ n˜+ ; (A.2)
correspondingly, h˜ = h˜′⊕Cd. The different generalized Cartan matrices of affine type and,
hence, the different affine Kac-Moody algebras, are usually specified in the form g(r), where
g is a complex simple finite Lie algebra and r = 1, 2, or 3 is the order of an automorphism
of the Dynkin diagram of g. The generalized Cartan matrix A have unique right and left
null eigenvectors whose components are positive relatively prime integers known as the
Kac labels (ai) and the dual Kac labels (a
∨
i ) of g˜:
l∑
i=0
a∨i aij =
l∑
i=0
aji ai = 0 . (A.3)
In all cases a∨0 = aǫ = 1, where ǫ = l if g˜ = A
(2)
2l and 0 otherwise. Consequently, the algebra
g˜ has a one-dimensional centre C K generated by the central element K =
∑l
i=0 a
∨
i hi.
An important property of g˜ is that it has an invariant symmetric non-degenerate bi-linear
form
(· | ·), which will be normalized such that(
e+i | e−j
)
= ai a
∨
i
−1
δij ,
(
hi | hj
)
= aj a
∨
j
−1
aij ,(
d | hi
)
= a0 δi0 ,
(
d |K) = a0 , (d | d) = 0 . (A.4)
A.1 Gradations
The different integer gradations of g˜ are labelled by sets s = (s0, s1, . . . , sl) of non-
negative integers. The corresponding gradation is induced by a derivation ds specified
by
[ds , e
±
i ] = ±si e±i and [ds , hi] = [ds , d] = 0 . (A.5)
In particular, the derivation d corresponds to the, so called, ‘homogeneous’ gradation
sh = (1, 0, . . . , 0). Let us denote by
◦
g˜ the subalgebra of g˜ generated by the e±i with i 6= 0.
Then, the derivation ds is just the following element of the Cartan subalgebra of g˜ = g
(r):
ds =
Ns
r
[ 1
a0
d + us − 1
2
(
us | us
)
K
]
, (A.6)
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where
Ns = r
l∑
i=0
ai si , (A.7)
and us is the unique element in
◦
g˜ such that
(
us | hi
)
= rN−1
s
aia
∨−1
i si for all i 6= 0. This
derivation satisfies(
ds | ds
)
= 0 ,
(
ds |K
)
=
Ns
r
, and
(
ds | hi
)
= ai a
∨−1
i si (A.8)
for all i = 0, 1, . . . , l. Under the gradation s, the derived subalgebra of g˜ has the eigenspace
decomposition
g˜′ =
⊕
i∈Z
g˜′i(s) , [g˜
′
i(s) , g˜
′
j(s)] ⊂ g˜′i+j(s) . (A.9)
We shall often use the notation like g˜′>k(s) = ⊕i>k g˜′i(s), and denote by P>k[s] the projector
onto g˜′>k(s). Then, for any gradation s, we have
g˜′>0(s) ⊆ n˜+ , g˜′<0(s) ⊆ n˜− , and h˜′ ⊆ g˜′0(s) , (A.10)
where the equality corresponds to the, so called, ‘principal’ gradation sp = (1, 1, . . . , 1) or,
in general, to any gradation s such that si 6= 0 for all i = 0, 1, . . . , l.
There exists a partial ordering on the set of gradations such that s  s′ if s′i 6= 0
whenever si 6= 0, which implies that
g˜′>0(s) ⊆ g˜′>0(s′) , g˜′<0(s) ⊆ g˜′<0(s′) ,
g˜′0(s
′) ⊆ g˜′0(s) , g˜′>0(s′) ⊂ g˜′≥0(s) , g˜′<0(s′) ⊂ g˜′≤0(s) . (A.11)
Moreover, we will indicate by s ≺ s′ the case when s  s′ but s′ 6 s, and by s ≃ s′
when s′i = 0 if, and only if, si = 0. In the latter case, the following identities are satisfied:
g˜′0(s) = g˜
′
0(s
′), g˜′>0(s) = g˜
′
>0(s
′), and g˜′<0(s) = g˜
′
<0(s
′).
There is a simple algorithm for determining the ‘horizontal subalgebra’ g˜′0(s). Let
i1, . . . , ip be all the indices for which si1 = . . . = sip = 0. Then, it is the direct sum of
the (l − p)-dimensional centre and a semisimple Lie algebra whose Dynkin diagram is the
subdiagram of the of the (affine) Dynkin diagram of g˜ = g(r) consisting of the vertices
i1, . . . , ip.
g˜′0(s) always contains the centre of g˜ and, when needed, we will project it out by
means of the following procedure. Consider an auxiliary gradation m  s, choose an
integer number q such that mq 6= 0, and construct the subalgebra g˜′0(s;m, q) generated by
the e±i with si = 0, and the
h˜j = hj − r
Nm
aj a
∨−1
j mj K (A.12)
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for all j 6= q. Then, g˜′0(s) can be decomposed as
g˜′0(s) = g˜
′
0(s;m, q) ⊕ CK , (A.13)
and
(
dm | g˜′0(s;m, q)
)
= 0. Notice that g˜′0(s;m, q) ≃ g˜′0(s)/CK for any choice of m and q.
Moreover, the restriction of the bi-linear form
(· | ·) to the finite Lie algebra g˜′0(s;m, q) is
non-degenerate.
The different gradations of g˜ = g(r) are in one-to-one relation with the finite order
automorphisms σ of the underlying finite Lie algebra g fulfilling the condition that r is the
least positive integer such that σr is inner. Up to conjugation, they can also be labelled
by sets s = (s0, s1, . . . , sl) of non-negative integers, σ = σs;r, where l = rank(g˜). Then,
there exists a set of generators of g, {Ei, i = 0, . . . , l}, such that
σs;r(Ej) = e
2pi i
Ns
sj Ej , (A.14)
which shows that σs;r is of order Ns. Notice that rank(g) ≥ l = rank(g˜), and that it
is equal only for r = 1 [37]. The automorphism σs;r leads to a realization of the affine
Kac-Moody algebra g˜ by means of a centrally extended loop algebra where the gradation
s is built-in. To spell this out, let us recall that σs;r provides a Z/NsZ-gradation of g
g =
⊕
i∈Z/NsZ
gi , (A.15)
and associate a subalgebra L(g, σs;r) of the loop algebra of g to the automorphism σs;r as
follows:
L(g, σs;r) =
⊕
i∈Z
ti ⊗ gi mod Ns . (A.16)
Then, the affine Kac-Moody algebra g˜ = g(r) is isomorphic to the central extension of
L(g, σs;r) plus a derivation ds acting on L(g, σs;r) as t d/dt:
g(r) ≃ L(g, σs;r)⊕ CK ⊕ C ds . (A.17)
A.2 Heisenberg subalgebras
A central role in our construction is played by the Heisenberg subalgebras of g˜. They
can be defined as follows [43]. Let σs′;r be a finite order automorphism of g that fixes
a Cartan subalgebra h ⊂ g, which means that σs′;r is conjugated to a Dynkin diagram
automorphism of g or order r. Consider the realization of g(r) by means of the central
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extension of L(g, σs′;r) and the relation between the infinite algebra g˜ = g(r) and the finite
algebra g given by the ‘covering homomorphism’ ϕσ : L(g, σ) 7→ g defined by t 7→ 1. Then,
the subspace
H[s′] = ϕ−1σ
s
′ ;r
(
h
)⊕ CK (A.18)
is a Heisenberg subalgebra of g(r). In other words, H[s′] is the pull-back of h to g˜′. Notice
that, by construction, H[s′] is graded with respect to s′ and, hence, it is possible to choose
a basis such that H[s′] = CK ⊕∑i∈E C bi, where bi ∈ g˜′i(s′), E = I mod Ns′ , and I is a
set of rank(g) integers ≥ 0 and < Ns′ (with multiplicities). The algebra is
[bj , bk] = j δj+k,0 K , (A.19)
where we have normalized the bi’s by means of
(
bi | bj
)
= (Ns′/r)δi+j,0. Notice that,
properly speaking, only the bi with i 6= 0 span a Heisenberg algebra, although we will
apply this name to the whole H[s′]. Moreover, H[s′]/CK is a maximal abelian subalgebra
of g˜′/CK
Heisenberg subalgebras are central to our construction because any b ∈ H[s′] is
‘semisimple’, which means that we have the decomposition
g˜′ = Ker(ad b) + Im(ad b) , Ker(ad b) ∩ Im(ad b) = CK . (A.20)
Moreover, if b has definite s′-grade then both Ker(ad b) and Im(ad b) are graded subspaces
with respect to s′. In general, Ker(ad b) is a non-abelian subalgebra of g˜′ that always
contains H[s′] and satisfies
[Ker(ad b) , Im(ad b)] ⊂ Im(ad b) . (A.21)
However, Ker(ad b) 6= H[s′] unless b is ‘regular’.
A.3 Integrable representations
The definition of integrable representations makes use of the following property. An
element x ∈ g˜ is said to be ‘locally nilpotent’ on a given representation if for any vector
|v〉 there exists a positive integer nv such that xnv |v〉 = 0. Then, an integrable highest-
weight representation of g˜ is a highest-weight representation where the Chevalley generators
are locally nilpotent. It can be proven that these representations are irreducible and
that they have a unique highest-weight vector |vs〉, which can be labelled by a gradation
s = (s0, s1, . . . , sl) such that
e+i |vs〉 =
(
e−i
)si+1 |vs〉 = 0 , (e−i )si |vs〉 6= 0 , and hi |vs〉 = si |vs〉 , (A.22)
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for all i = 0, . . . , l; the corresponding representation will be indicated by L(s). Notice
that ds can be diagonalized on L(s), but its eigenvalue acting on |vs〉 is arbitrary. The
eigenvalue of the central element K on L(s) is known as the level Ks of the representation:
K |vs〉 =
l∑
i=0
a∨i hi |vs〉 =
(
l∑
i=0
a∨i si
)
|vs〉 (A.23)
and, hence, Ks =
∑l
i=0 a
∨
i si is a positive integer. On L(s) there is a notion of
orthogonality by means of a (unique) positive definite Hermitian form F such that
F (|vs〉, |vs〉) = 〈vs|vs〉 = 1. We will use the notation |vi〉 for the highest-weigh vector
of the ‘fundamental’ representation L(i) where sj = δj,i. In terms of these fundamental
highest-weight vectors, |vs〉 can be decomposed as
|vs〉 =
r⊗
i=0
{|vi〉⊗si} . (A.24)
In Section 4 we make use of the following two properties. The first one is the identity(
dm | x
)
= 〈vm| x |vm〉, (A.25)
where |vm〉 is the highest weight vector of the representation L(m) specified by
mi =
(
dm | hi
)
= ai a
∨
i
−1
mi . (A.26)
Obviously, m ≃ m with respect to the partial ordering, and the level of L(m) is Km =
Nm/r. The second property is that, for any two gradations m and s, the highest-weight
vector of L(m) is always annihilated by g˜′>0(s). Moreover, if m  s, the highest weight
vector |vm〉 is an eigenvector of g˜′0(s) with eigenvalues
hi |vm〉 = mi |vm〉 , and e−j |vm〉 = 0 whenever sj = 0 . (A.27)
L(s) can be ‘integrated’ to a representation of the Kac-Moody group G˜, which is then
generated by the exponentials of the generators of g˜ [37,43,44]. We will denote by G˜+(s),
G˜−(s), and G˜0(s) the subgroups corresponding to the subalgebras g˜′>0(s), g˜
′
<0(s), and
g˜′0(s), respectively. An important property of G˜ is that, although g˜
′ has the obvious direct
sum decomposition
g˜′ = g˜′<0(s) ⊕ g˜′0(s) ⊕ g˜′>0(s) , (A.28)
it is not true that G˜ decomposes as the product G˜−(s) G˜0(s) G˜+(s), i.e., in general, the
elements of the group G˜ do not admit a generalized ‘Gauss decomposition’. However,
G˜−(s) G˜0(s) G˜+(s) forms a dense open subset of G˜ called the ‘big cell’ [8]. Then, if
g belongs to the big cell, we shall write g = g−g0g+ for its unique factorization with
g± ∈ G˜±(s) and g0 ∈ G˜0(s).
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